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Condition: New. Publisher/Verlag: AV Akademikerverlag | Software Composition Techniques Applied
on Ontology and Query Components | Revision with unchanged content. Descriptions of data in the
Semantic Web easily grow larger and more complex than the descriptions of traditional web pages
and are thus more difficult to handle. The problem of how to structure complex systems has been
addressed in traditional software engineering for decades and is commonly solved by splitting
systems into components using different techniques. Recently, new techniques, like Aspect-Oriented
Programming or the more generic Invasive Software Composition, were developed to fulfill newly
emerging composition needs. These gray-box composition approaches access components
through a well-defined interface, but modify internal parts of components during composition. This
book investigates in trans ferring composition techniques from the software engineering to the
semantic web domain using the concepts of Invasive Software Composition. It shows how
composition operators can be defined for software, query and ontology composition alike and how
they can be tailored for specific needs of the Semantic Web domain. This book targets software
engineers, researchers and students interested in modern software composition techniques and the
emerging challenges of the Semantic Web. | Format: Paperback | Language/Sprache: english | 181
gr |...
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These kinds of book is every thing and helped me hunting forward plus more. It is probably the most remarkable book we have read through. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ever ett Sta nton-- Ever ett Sta nton

This pdf is wonderful. It really is writter in simple terms instead of hard to understand. Its been developed in an exceedingly simple way and it is just a er i
finished reading this ebook in which in fact modified me, alter the way in my opinion.
-- O llie Powlowski-- O llie Powlowski
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